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Minutes From Previous Meeting 

Friends of Clayhanger Park 
July 7, 2016 
7.30 – 8.30 PM 
 
Attendees: Offices of Committee, Registered Members, Ann Smith (Clean and 

Green) 
 
Minutes: 
_____________________________________________________________________	  
 
Introduction: 
Ken Briggs introduced Ann and her role, advising everyone of how helpful she has 
become and thanked her for all her help and support. 
 
Progress so far: 
Bank A/C 
Ken Briggs (KB) Currently is having problems opening a bank account.  
Ken Ferguson (KF)  Is looking at swapping to the TSB as he’s been advised they are 

more helpful.  
Ann Smith (AS)   Discussed the process the TSB follow and the help they give you. 
 
Grants 
KB   We have received a donation from Brownhills Community, not a 

large amount, however, once we can confirm a bank account has 
been opened we will receive their donation. 

 
Police call logs 
KB  Confirmed that any calls logged recently had all been successful. 
 
Litter Pick 
KB  Recent litter pick was a success. 
 
Armed Forces day 
KB  Unfortunately this is a no go, due to insurance issues. 
KF  Maybe a community cover would be cheaper?  Laura Terry has 

advised if we involved the Council it may be possible for their 
insurance to cover events. 

AS  Confirmed this is a possibility. 
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Bins 
KB  Bins are now in place, again thanks to AS. We have already noticed 

a difference around the park. 
KF  Yes I agree and it’s with thanks to KB as he currently, with help from 

others is ensuring all rubbish left in the park is picked up and put in 
the bins. 

AS  Confirmed bins should be emptied on Tuesdays, however this may 
change due to workload. 

 
Locking of the Park Gates 
KB  Originally the gates were opened 10am and closed at 4pm. This 

however ceased when I took over. It was agreed with myself and 
Clean & Green that I would open the gates at 7-30am and close 
them at 8pm (to change with the seasons).   

Gary Chalk Suggested that gates should be left open.  He also mentioned the 
Greenspace strategy set up by the council and went through several 
points/facts.   

AS Confirmed she would look at the Greenspace strategy. 
Gary Chalk Main concern was the safety of the kids/teenagers that are left in the 

park after the gates are locked. He has witnessed people climbing 
over the wall to get out.  

KB Said that before he locked the gates he always told anybody in the 
park of his intention to lock the gates and asked them if they wanted 
to leave.   

Michael Parkes  Had noticed a change for the better since the gates have been  
locked.  

KB  Since locking the gates we have received more support from the 
police and the dealings that take place on Whitebeam Close seem 
to have stopped. 

KF  This park is not owned by the council, I must point out it was a 
donation. 

AS  Pointed out that due to staff shortage, KB’s kind offer to lock the 
gates had been accepted. She feels that locking the gates at regular 
times has made a difference. AS also confirmed that KB is not liable 
for any issues that may take place in the park either before or after 
the gates are locked. AS did advise that council officers have use of 
a body camera and if necessary they can issue a £80 fixed penalty 
to anyone over the age of 18.  
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AS  Is going to check if it is possible for warning letters to be issued to 

parents of disruptive children, should the need arise. AS advised 
that Holland Park in Brownhills had serious issues. But after a lot of 
time, perseverance and effort the park has improved immensely.  

 
The conversation continued discussing the legalities of locking the gates.  
It was agreed by attendees that they were in favour of KB locking the gates at times 
agreed with Clean and Green. They all feel that the behaviour in the park has improved, 
it’s cleaner and it’s great to see the football matches back. The Park feels a safer place 
as we now have regular visits from the police and residents and their homes are not 
being abused: 
 
Actions: 
AS/KF - Look into the Greenspace Strategy and to confirm to both KB and Gary, by 
email if we should be following the rules within this.  
 
The meeting ended with KB thanking everyone for attending the meeting and also 
thanking AS for all the time and support she has given to him and the Friends of 
Clayhanger Park.  
 
 


